Your number 1 choice for a perfect fit in no time.

Time-consuming settings are history. Today we offer you JOYCEone, the ventilation mask in one size that fits nearly everyone. This mask, the result of years of experience and mask expertise, is available in a nasal or full face model.

Hand-in-hand: comfort and effective therapy
The forehead support’s spring action automatically ensures that the proper distance is maintained for patient comfort and effective therapy. The single layer mask cushion is just as cleverly designed. It finds the ideal position on its own, regardless of the size and shape of the patient’s nose and face.

Design is in the details
Your patients will love JOYCEone! This mask features more than a perfect fit and wearing comfort. The unmistakable color-coding of headgear and clips and the convenient recessed grip help your patient to assemble JOYCEone quickly and correctly right from the start.

Modern Efficiency
Short and sweet: the intelligent JOYCEone helps you to save time without compromising on patient care. JOYCEone – made for you!

The advantages of JOYCEone
• Saves time: automatic adjustment of forehead support 3 and mask cushion 1
• Unmistakable assembly: color-coding on headgear and clips 4
• Economical: one size fits nearly all patients
• Convenient: effortless cleaning
• Pleasant: quiet exhalation system
• Stable: very durable materials

JOYCEone Nasal Mask fit on different nose sizes

JOYCEone Full Face Mask fit on range of nose and face sizes

1 Mask cushion
2 Forehead cushion
3 Forehead support
4 Headgear clips
5 Hook-and-loop tab
6 Pressure measurement port
7 Quick-release cord (only JOYCEone Full Face)
**JOYCEone Full Face**

Full face mask

---

**Headgear**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25235
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25255

**Headgear clips**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25262
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25263

**Headgear cushion**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25253
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25293

**Forehead support**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25254
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25294

**Forehead cushion**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25254
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25294

**Connection for pressure measurement port**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25264
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25294

**Rotating sleeve**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25263
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25293

**Forehead support**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25254
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25294

**Mask cushion**
- JOYCEone Nasal: WM 25253
- JOYCEone Full Face: WM 25293

**Flow resistance**
- at 50 l/min: 0.035 hPa
- at 100 l/min: 0.06 hPa

**Anti-asphyxia valve**
- 50 l/min: ≤ 0.5 hPa
- 100 l/min: ≤ 2.0 hPa

**Flow resistance**
- at 50 l/min: 0.035 hPa
- at 100 l/min: 0.06 hPa

**Product class as per Directive 93/42/EEG**
- JOYCEone Nasal: II a
- JOYCEone Full Face: II a

**Dimensions (W x H x D)**
- JOYCEone Nasal: 90 x 115 x 93 mm
- JOYCEone Full Face: 120 x 150 x 100 mm

**Weight**
- JOYCEone Nasal: 87 g
- JOYCEone Full Face: 100 g

**Therapy pressure range**
- JOYCEone Nasal: 4 hPa to 30 hPa
- JOYCEone Full Face: 4 hPa to 30 hPa

**Tapered connection**
- Complies with EN ISO 5356-1

**Pressure measurement port**
- Ø 4 mm

**Temperature range**
- Operation: +5 °C to +40 °C
- Storage: -20 °C to +70 °C

**Flow resistance**
- at 50 l/min: 0.035 hPa
- at 100 l/min: 0.06 hPa

**Flow resistance**
- at 50 l/min: 0.035 hPa
- at 100 l/min: 0.06 hPa

**Service life**
- up to 12 months

---

Our complete selection of therapy solutions, accessories and mask systems can be found at: weinmann-medical.com